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STOCK EXHAUST AKRAPOVIC EVOLUTION EXHAUST

BMW M3

Akrapovič Evolution Exhaust system for BMW M3 
(E90, E92, E93)
Akrapovič Slip-On Exhaust system for BMW M3 
(E90, E92, E93)

The Akrapovič Evolution Exhaust system for 
BMW M3 consists of flow optimized link pipes 
with 2 x 100 cpsi sports catalysts and integrated 
resonators as well as a completely newly devel-
oped and now split-end mufflers. This exhaust 
system, made fully from titanium, reduces the 
overall weight when compared to the stock sys-
tem by about 23 kg.
From approximately 2500 rpm on, the power 
increase is about 24 HP. The torque is nearly 
constant at 35 Nm over the stock. That is the 
real joy of driving: high speed engine benefits 
in daily practice due to the torque increase. 
It improves the agility in the lower rpm-range 
noticeably. Also, the engine is stronger in the 
higher rpm-range and the elasticity is improved 
considerably. 
The improvement of acoustics played an important 
role in the development. The Akrapovič exhaust 
system amplifies and rectifies the beautiful sound 
of the 8-cylinder motor, without appearing inva-
sive or having disadvantages in the daily use.
End mufflers are also available separately as a 
slip-on system.

Evolution complete system:
titanium end muffler, with TÜV• 
4 titanium end tubes, with TÜV• 
link pipes (titanium), incl. 100 cpsi • 
Catalysts and Resonators

Hard facts:
plus 24 HP (at 4620 rpm)• 
plus 35 Nm (at 4890 rpm)• 
minus 23 kg (when compared with stock)• 

Slip-On system:
titanium end muffler, with TÜV• 
4 titanium end tubes, with TÜV• 

Hard facts:
plus 3 HP (at 7610 rpm)• 
plus 4 Nm (at 5930 rpm)• 
minus 13 kg (when compared with stock)• BMW M3 Evolution system

Hard facts:
Titanium, 24 HP plus, 35 Nm plus, 23 kg minus

The technical description of Akrapovič exhaust systems and similar products are subject to 
changes without prior notification. Images and illustrations can differ. Subject to technical 
alterations. We are not responsible for the correctness of the technical data content.
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